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Modeling of composite plates based on Reissner's Mixed Variational
Theorem with variables separation
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1. Introduction

Composite and sandwich structures are widely used in the
weight-sensitive industrial applications due to their excellent me-
chanical properties, especially their high specific stiffness and
strength. In this context, they can be subjected to severe mechan-
ical loading. For composite design, accurate knowledge of dis-
placements and stresses is required. So, it is important to take into
account transverse shear deformation due to the low ratio of
transverse shear modulus to axial modulus, or failure due to
delamination. In fact, they can play an important role on the
behavior of structures in services, which leads to evaluate precisely
their influence on local stress fields in each layer, particularly at the
interface between layers.

Theoretical models for heterogeneous structures can be classi-
fied as follows:

� the Equivalent Single Layer Models (ESLM), where the classical
Love-Kirchhoff (CLT [1]), Reissner-Mindlin (FSDT [2]) and
higher-order models (HSDT [3e7]) can be found for plates. The
al).
first one leads to inaccurate results for composites because both
transverse and normal strains are neglected. The second one
needs a shear correction factor. Moreover, transverse shear and
normal stress continuity conditions at the interfaces between
layers are violated for all of them.

� the Layer-Wise Models (LWM) that aim at overcoming the re-
striction of the ESL. The reader can refer to the works of Pagano
[8] and Reddy [9,10]. See also [11e13].

According to Reddy [14], the number of unknowns remains in-
dependent of the number of constitutive layers in the ESLM, while
the same set of variables is used in each layer for the LWM. Note
that excellent reviews and extensive assessments have been made
in the following articles [15e20].

Nevertheless, in the framework of the failure analysis of com-
posite structures, the prediction of the interlaminar stresses is of
major interest. In particular, the difficulty is to well-describe the
interlaminar continuous transverse stresses. Most of the ESLM fail,
requiring the use of post-processing treatment [21e23]. Another
way is based on the introduction of interface conditions into
higher-order model pertaining to the ESLM or to the LWM. This
permits to reduce the number of unknowns and can be viewed as
Zig-Zag models [24e27]. Unfortunately, for very severe cases, some
limitations appear (cf. [28]).
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Fig. 1. The laminated plate and coordinate system.
To overcome these drawbacks, alternative formulations to the
displacement-based approach have been developed. For that, the
hybrid formulation [29] and partial hybrid formulation [30] have
been proposed to improve the accuracy of the transverse shear
stresses. It has been extended to a larger domain of applications
in Ref. [31] with a three-field Hu-Washizu functional principle.
An alternative method is based on the weak compatibility con-
dition on the transverse normal strain. It has been carried out
with a zig-zag model in Refs. [32e34] ensuring the continuity of
the transverse shear stresses, and with HSDT in Ref. [35] also
avoiding the use of the transverse normal stress as unknowns.
Nevertheless, the transverse stresses can be introduced as un-
knowns as in Ref. [36] to derive a mixed Layerwise FE model
based on the minimum potential energy principle. Recently, the
mixed least-square formulation in conjunction with a FSDT
model or LW approach has been successfully applied to lami-
nated plates [37,38]. This formulation seems to have good
properties in the framework of Finite Element method, but the
number of unknowns can be high as displacements, transverse
stresses and in-plane deformations have to be computed. It
should be also noted that the mixed approach of Pagano [39] has
been employed by Thai et al. [40] for formulating LW finite plate
elements.

For the present work, the partially Reissner's Mixed Variational
Theorem (RMVT) assuming two independent fields for displace-
ment and transverse stress variables is used in conjunction with a
variables separation. The resulting approach ensures a priori
interlaminar continuous transverse stress fields. The RMVT
approach comes from the works of Reissner, see Refs. [41,42]. It was
first applied for multilayered structures in Ref. [43] and then, in
Ref. [44] with higher order displacement field and [45] with a
Layerwise approach for both displacements and transverse stress
fields. Afterward, the approach was widely developed with a sys-
tematic approach based on the Carrrera's Unified Formulation to
provide a large panels of 2D models for composite structures based
on ESL and/or LW descriptions of the unknowns [46e48]. For a
further discussion, the reader can refer to [49]. Nevertheless, the
LW approach with a RMVT formulation drives to high computa-
tional cost. Thus, a promising alternative approach consists of the
introduction of the separation of variables which could overcome
these drawbacks. Interesting features has been shown in the
reductionmodel framework [50]. So, the aim of the present paper is
to assess this particular representation of the unknowns in the
framework of a mixed formulation to model laminated and sand-
wich plates. Thus, both displacements and transverse stresses are
written under the form of a sum of products of bidimensional
polynomials of (x,y) and unidimensional polynomials of z. A
piecewise fourth-order Lagrange polynomial of z is chosen. As far as
the variation with respect to the in-plane coordinates is concerned,
a 2D eight-node quadrilateral FE is employed. Using this method,
each unknown function of (x,y) is classically approximated using
one degree of freedom (dof) per node of the mesh and the LW
unknown functions of z are global for the whole plate. Finally, the
deduced non-linear problem implies the resolution of two linear
problems alternatively. This process yields to a 2D and a 1D prob-
lems in which the number of unknowns is much smaller than a
classical Layerwise approach. Note that this type of method has
been successfully applied with a displacement-based framework in
Refs. [51,52].

We now outline the remainder of this article. First, the RMVT
mechanical formulation is described and the separation of the in-
plane and out-of-plane stresses is introduced. Then, the princi-
ples of the PGD are defined in the framework of our study. The
particular assumption on the displacements and the transverse
stresses yields to a non-linear problem. An iterative process is
chosen to solve this one. The FE discretization is also given.
Finally, numerical tests are performed for very thick to thin
laminated and sandwich plates. Different stacking sequences are
also considered. The behavior of the approach are presented
and illustrated. The accuracy of the results is assessed with
respect to exact reference solutions [53] and results available in
open literature. We also focus on the distributions of the trans-
verse stresses along the thickness which are continuous at the
interface between adjacent layers. The results issued from the
displacement-based approach with a variables separation [52]
are given for further assessments.

2. Reference problem description: the governing equations

Let us consider a plate occupying the domain V ¼ U� Uz with
U¼ [0,a]� [0,b]Uz¼ [�h/2,h/2] in a Cartesian coordinate (x,y,z). The
plate is defined by an arbitrary regionU in the (x,y) plane, located at
the midplane for z¼ 0, and by a constant thickness h. See Fig. 1.

2.1. Constitutive relation

Stresses s and strains ε are split into two groups:

sT
p ¼ ½s11 s22 s12�; sT

n ¼ ½s13 s23 s33�;
ε
T
p ¼ ½ε11 ε22 g12�; ε

T
n ¼ ½g13 g23 ε33�

(1)

where the subscripts n and p denote transverse and in-plane values,
respectively.

The plate can bemade ofNC perfectly bonded orthotropic layers.
Using the separation between transverse and in-plane compo-
nents, the three dimensional constitutive law of the kth layer is
given by:

(
s
ðkÞ
pH ¼ Q ðkÞ

pp εpG þQ ðkÞ
pn εnG

s
ðkÞ
nH ¼ Q ðkÞ

np εpG þ Q ðkÞ
nn εnG

(2)

where

Q ðkÞ
pp ¼

26664
Q ðkÞ
11 Q ðkÞ

12 Q ðkÞ
16

Q ðkÞ
12 Q ðkÞ

22 Q ðkÞ
26

Q ðkÞ
16 Q ðkÞ

26 Q ðkÞ
66

37775

Q ðkÞ
pn ¼ Q ðkÞT

np ¼

26664
0 0 Q ðkÞ

13

0 0 Q ðkÞ
23

0 0 Q ðkÞ
36

37775 Q ðkÞ
nn ¼

26664
Q ðkÞ
55 Q ðkÞ

45 0

Q ðkÞ
45 Q ðkÞ

44 0

0 0 Q ðkÞ
33

37775
(3)



where Q ðkÞ
ij are the three-dimensional stiffness coefficients of the

layer (k).
For the involved formulation, the classical Hooke's law is

conveniently rewritten under a mixed form:

�
spH ¼ CppεpG þ CpnsnM
εnH ¼ CnpεpG þ CnnsnM

(4)

The subscript G indicates that the strain is issued from the
geometrical relations, while H means that the quantities are
calculated from the Hooke's law. The assumed transverse stresses
are denoted as snM. The superscript (k) is omitted for clarity reason.

The relations between the coefficients of the classical Hooke's
law Eq. (3) and the mixed one Eq. (4) are:

Cpp ¼ Qpp � QpnQ
�1
nnQnp Cpn ¼ QpnQ

�1
nn

Cnp ¼ �Q�1
nnQnp Cnn ¼ Q�1

nn
(5)
2.2. The weak form of the boundary value problem

The formulation of the problem is based on the Reissner's
partially Mixed Variational Theorem [41], denoted RMVT. In this
formulation, the Principle of Virtual Displacement is modified by
introducing the constraint equation to enforce the compatibility of
the transverse strain components. This term also depends on the
assumed transverse stresses. See also [17,49] in the framework of
multi-layered structures. Thus, the problem can be formulated as
follows:

Find u(M) 2 U (space of admissible displacements) and snM

such thatZ Z Z
V

�
dεTpGspH þ dεTnGsnM þ dsT

nMðεnG � εnHÞ
�

dV

¼
Z Z

vV F

du$t dS (6)

where t is the prescribed surface forces applied on vV F . The body
force is not considered in this expression.
3. Application of the separated representation to plates

In this section, we introduce the application of the variables
separation for plate analysis with a mixed formulation. It has been
already developed in Ref. [52] in the framework of a displacement-
based approach.
3.1. The displacement, transverse stress and the strain field

The unknowns of the problem, i.e. the displacement solution
ui(x,y,z) and the transverse stresses si3(x,y,z) are constructed as
the sum of N products of functions of in-plane coordinates and
transverse coordinate (N2ℕ is the order of the representation)

u ¼
24u1ðx; y; zÞ
u2ðx; y; zÞ
u3ðx; y; zÞ

35 ¼
XN
i¼1

264 f i1ðzÞ vi1ðx; yÞ
f i2ðzÞ vi2ðx; yÞ
f i3ðzÞ vi3ðx; yÞ

375

¼
XN
i¼1

264 f i1ðzÞ
f i2ðzÞ
f i3ðzÞ

375+
264 vi1ðx; yÞ
vi2ðx; yÞ
vi3ðx; yÞ

375 (7)
snM ¼
24 s13ðx; y; zÞ
s23ðx; y; zÞ
s33ðx; y; zÞ

35 ¼
XN
i¼1

2664 f is1
ðzÞ ti1ðx; yÞ

f is2
ðzÞ ti2ðx; yÞ

f is3
ðzÞ ti3ðx; yÞ

3775

¼
XN
i¼1

2664 f is1
ðzÞ

f is2
ðzÞ

f is3
ðzÞ

3775+
264 ti1ðx; yÞ
ti2ðx; yÞ
ti3ðx; yÞ

375 (8)

where ðf i1; f i2; f i3Þ, ðf is1
; f is2

; f is3
Þ are defined in Uz and ðvi1; vi2; vi3Þ,

ðti1; ti2; ti3Þ are defined in U. The “+” operator is Hadamard's
element-wise product.In this paper, a classical eight-node FE
approximation is used in U and a LW description is chosen in Uz as
it is particulary suitable for the modeling of composite structure.
The strain derived from Eq. (7) is

εpGðuÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

26664
f i1 vi1;1

f i2 vi2;2

f i1 vi1;2 þ f i2 vi2;1

37775

εnGðuÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

2666664
�
f i1
�0

vi1 þ f i3 vi3;1�
f i2
�0

vi2 þ f i3 vi3;2�
f i3
�0

vi3

3777775
(9)

where the prime stands for the classical derivative (f 0i ¼ dfi
dz), and (),a

for the partial derivative.

3.2. The problem to be solved

The resolution of Eq. (6) is based on a greedy algorithm. If we
assume that the first m functions have been already computed, the
trial function for the iteration mþ 1 is written as

umþ1 ¼ um þ
24 f1 v1
f2 v2
f3 v3

35 ¼ um þ f+v (10)

smþ1
nM ¼ sm

nM þ
24 fs1 t1
fs2 t2
fs3 t3

35 ¼ sm
nM þ fs+t (11)

where (v1,v2,v3), (t1,t2,t3), (f1,f2,f3) and ðfs1 ; fs2 ; fs3 Þ are the functions
to be computed and um, sm

nM are the associated known sets at
iteration m defined by

um ¼
Xm
i¼1

264 f i1 vi1
f i2 vi2
f i3 vi3

375 sm
nM ¼

Xm
i¼1

2664 f is1
ti1

f is2
ti2

f is3
ti3

3775 (12)

The test function is

d

24 f1 v1
f2 v2
f3 v3

35 ¼
24 df1 v1 þ f1 dv1
df2 v2 þ f2 dv2
df3 v3 þ f3 dv3

35 ¼ df+v þ dv+f (13)

d

24 fs1 t1
fs2 t2
fs3 t3

35 ¼
24 dfs1 t1 þ fs1 dt1
dfs2 t2 þ fs2 dt2
dfs3 t3 þ fs3 dt3

35 ¼ dfs+tþ dt+fs (14)



with

v ¼
24 v1
v2
v3

35 f ¼
24 f1
f2
f3

35 t ¼
24 t1
t2
t3

35 fs ¼
24 fs1

fs2

fs3

35 (15)

The test functions defined by Eq. (13), Eq. (14), the trial functions
defined by Eq. (10), Eq. (11), and the mixed constitutive relation Eq.
(4) are introduced into the weak form Eq. (6) to obtain the two
following equations:

Z
U

Z
Uz

h
εpGðf+dvÞT

�
CppεpGðf+vÞ þ Cpnfs+t

�þ εnGðf+dvÞT fs+t

þ ðfs+dtÞT
�
εnGðf+vÞ �

�
CnpεpGðf+vÞ þ Cnnfs+t

��i
dz dU

¼
Z

vV F

ðf+dvÞT t dS�
Z
U

Z
Uz

h
εpGðf+dvÞT

�
CppεpGðumÞ

þ Cpnsm
nM

�þ εnGðf+dvÞTsm
nM þ ðfs+dtÞT

�
εnGðumÞ

� �
CnpεpGðumÞ þ Cnns

m
nM

��i
dz dU

(16)

Z
Uz

Z
U

h
εpGðv+df ÞT

�
CppεpGðv+f Þ þ Cpnt+fs

�þ εnGðv+df ÞTt+fs

þ ðt+dfsÞT
�
εnGðv+f Þ �

�
CnpεpGðv+f Þ þ Cnnt+fs

��i
dU dz

¼
Z

vV F

ðv+dfÞT t dS�
Z
Uz

Z
U

h
εpGðv+df ÞT

�
CppεpGðumÞ

þ Cpnsm
nM

�þ εnGðv+df ÞTsm
nM þ ðt+dfsÞT

�
εnGðumÞ

� �
CnpεpGðumÞ þ Cnns

m
nM

��i
dU dz

(17)

From Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), a coupled non-linear problem is
derived. Thus, a non linear resolution strategy has to be used. The

simplest one is a fixed point method. An initial function f(0), fð0Þs is
set, and at each step, the algorithm computes two new pairs

ðvðkþ1Þ; fðkþ1ÞÞ, ðtðkþ1Þ; fðkþ1Þ
s Þ such that.

� vðkþ1Þ; tðkþ1Þ satisfy Eq. (16) for f, fs set to f(k) and fðkÞs

� f(k þ 1), fðkþ1Þ
s satisfy Eq. (17) for v, t set to v(k þ 1), t(k þ 1)

These two equations are linear and the first one is solved on U,
while the second one is solved on Uz. The fixed point algorithm is
stopped when

����vðkþ1Þ+fðkþ1Þ � vðkÞ+fðkÞ
����
V����vð0Þ+fð0Þ����V þ

���tðkþ1Þ+fðkþ1Þ
s � tðkÞ+fðkÞs

���
V������tð0Þ+fð0Þs

������
V

� ε

(18)

where kAkV ¼ ½R
U

R
Uz

P
i¼1

3
A2
i dx dy dz�1=2 and ε is a small parameter to

be fixed by the user.
3.3. Finite element discretization

To build the plate finite element approximation, a discrete repre-
sentation of the functions (v,t,f,fs)must be introduced. In thiswork, a
classical finite element approximation in U and Uz is used. The
elementary vector of degrees of freedom (dof) associated with one
element Ue of the mesh in U is denoted qvt

e . And, the elementary
vector of dofs associated with one element Uze of the mesh in Uz is
denoted qffs

e . The displacement fields, the strain fields and the trans-
verse stress fields are determined from the values of qvt

e and qffs
e by

ve ¼ Nxyqvt
e ; E e

v ¼ Bxyqvt
e ; te ¼ Nsxyqvt

e

fe ¼ Nzq
ffs
e ; E e

f ¼ Bzq
ffs
e ; fse ¼ Nszq

ffs
e

(19)

where

E eT
v ¼ 	

v1 v1;1 v1;2 v2 v2;1 v2;2 v3 v3;1 v3;2



and

E eT
f ¼ 	

f1 f 01 f2 f 02 f3 f 03



The matrices Nxy, Bxy, Nz, Bz, Nsxy, Nsz contain the interpolation
functions, their derivatives and the jacobian components.
3.4. Finite element problem to be solved on U

For the sake of simplicity, the functions f(k), fs(k) which are
assumed to be known, will be denoted ef, efs, respectively. And the
functions v(k þ 1), t(k þ 1) to be computed will be denoted v and t,
respectively. The strains and the assumed transverse stress in Eq.
(16) are defined as

εpG

�ef+v� ¼ S
p
z

�ef�E v

εnG

�ef+v� ¼ Sn
z

�ef�E v

snM

�ef s+t� ¼ Ssn
z

�ef s�t
(20)

with

S
p
z

�ef� ¼

2640 ef 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ef 2 0 0 0
0 0 ef 1 0 ef 2 0 0 0 0

375 (21)

Sn
z

�ef� ¼

264ef 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 ef 3 0

0 0 0 ef 02 0 0 0 0 ef 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 ef 03 0 0

375 (22)

Ssn
z

�ef s� ¼

264ef s1
0 0

0 ef s2
0

0 0 ef s3

375 (23)

The variational problem defined on U from Eq. (16) isZ
U

h
dE T

vk
v
z

�ef�E v þ dE T
vk

vs
z

�ef ;ef s�tþ dtTksv
z

�ef ;ef s�E v

þ dtTkss
z

�ef s�tidU
¼

Z
U

dvT tz
�ef�dU�

Z
U

h
dE T

vsz

�ef ;um;sm
nM

�
þ dtTεz

�ef s;um;sm
nM

�i
dU (24)

with



kv
z

�ef� ¼
Z
Uz

S
p
z

�ef�TCppSp
z

�ef�dz
kvs
z

�ef ;ef s� ¼
Z
Uz

�
Sn
z

�ef�TSsn
z

�ef s�þ S
p
z

�ef�TCpnSsn
z

�ef s��dz
ksv
z

�ef ;ef s� ¼
Z
Uz

�
Ssn
z

�ef s�TSn
z

�ef�� Ssn
z

�ef s�TCnpSp
z

�ef��dz
kss
z

�ef s� ¼ �
Z
Uz

Ssn
z

�ef s�TCnnSsn
z

�ef s�dz
(25)
tz
�ef� ¼ ef+t��z¼zF

sz

�ef ;um;sm
nM

�
¼

Z
Uz

�
S
p
z

�ef�TCppεpGðumÞ þ Sn
z

�ef�Tsm
nM þ S

p
z

�ef�TCpnsm
nM

�
dz

εz

�ef s;um;sm
nM

�
¼

Z
Uz

�
Ssn
z

�ef s�T�εnGðumÞ � CnpεpGðumÞ � Cnns
m
nM

��
dz

(26)
Note that the units of Cnn, Cnp, Cpn and Cpp are different.
The introduction of the finite element approximation Eq. (19) in

the variational Eq. (24) leads to the linear system

Kz

�ef ;ef s� qvs ¼ ℛv

�ef ;ef s;um;sm
nM

�
(27)

where

� qvs is the vector of the nodal displacements/transverse stresses
associated with the finite element mesh in U,

� Kzðef ;ef sÞ is the stiffness matrix obtained by summing

the elements' stiffness matrices Ke
zðef ;ef sÞ ¼ R

Ue

½BT
xyk

v
zðef ÞBxy

þBT
xyk

vs
z ðef ;ef sÞNsxy þ NT

sxyk
sv
z ðef ;ef sÞBxy þ NT

sxyk
ss
z ðef sÞNsxy�dUe

� ℛvðef ;ef s;um;sm
nMÞ is the equilibrium residual obtained by

summing the elements' residual load vectorsℛe
vðef ;ef s;um;sm

nMÞ ¼R
Ue

½NT
xytzðef Þ � BT

xyszðef ;um;sm
nMÞ � NT

sxyεzðef s;um;sm
nMÞ�dUe

3.5. Finite element problem to be solved on Uz

For the sake of simplicity, the functions v(k þ 1), t(k þ 1) which are
assumed to be known, will be denoted ev, et and the functions f(k þ 1),
fðkþ1Þ
s to be computed will be denoted f, fs. The strain in Eq. (17) is
defined as
txyðevÞ ¼ Z
U

ev+tdU
sxy

�ev;um;sm
nM

� ¼ Z
U

h
S
p
xyðevÞTCppεpGðumÞ þSn

xyðevÞTsm
nM þ S

p
xyðevÞTCpn

εxy
�et;um;sm

nM
� ¼ Z

U

h
Ssn
xy ðetÞT�εnGðumÞ � CnpεpGðumÞ � Cnns

m
nM

�i
dU
εpGðev+f Þ ¼ S
p
xyðevÞE f

εnGðev+f Þ ¼ Sn
xyðevÞE f

snMðet+fsÞ ¼ Ssn
xy ðetÞfs (28)

with

S
p
xyðevÞ ¼

24ev1;1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ev2;2 0 0 0ev1;2 0 ev2;1 0 0 0

35 (29)

Sn
xyðevÞ ¼

240 ev1 0 0 ev3;1 0
0 0 0 ev2 ev3;2 0
0 0 0 0 0 ev3

35 (30)
Ssn
xy ðetÞ ¼

24et1 0 0
0 et2 0
0 0 et3

35 (31)

The variational problem defined on Uz from Eq. (17) is

Z
Uz

h
dE T

f k
f
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with
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The introduction of the finite element discretization Eq. (19) in
the variational Eq. (32) leads to the linear system

Kxyðev;etÞ qffs ¼ ℛf
�ev;et;um;sm

nM
�

(35)

where

� qffs is the vector of degree of freedom associated with the F.E.
approximations in Uz,

� Kxyðev;etÞ is obtained by summing the elements' stiffness
matrices:
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f
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(36)
� ℛf ðev;et;um;sm
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nMÞ is a equilibrium

residual with ℛF
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and ℛCoup

f ðev;et;um;sm
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obtained by the summation of the elements' residual vectors
given by
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�i
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4. Numerical results

In this section, the present mixed approach is assessed through
different static tests. First, a convergence study is carried out to
determine the suitable mesh for the further analysis. Then, some
comparisons with results available in open literature are provided.
They are described below:

LM4, LD4 It refers to the systematic work of Carrera and his
”Carrera's Unified Formulation” (CUF), see Refs. [49,18,54]. In
particular, a LayerWise model based on a RMVT approach (LM4)
or a displacement-based approach (LD4) where each compo-
nent is expanded until the fourth-order is given. 24NCþ 6 and
12NCþ 3 unknown functions per node are used in this kine-
matic for LM4 and LD4, respectively.
Jing & Liao 1989 A partial hybrid stress element based on the
Hellinger-Reissner principle is developed [30]. The three dis-
placements and the transverse shear stresses are the indepen-
dent unknowns. The number of unknowns depends on the
number of layers.
Liou & Sun 1987 A hybrid multilayered element is developed
[55]. The 3 components of the displacements and all stresses are
interpolated. The number of unknowns depends on the number
of layers.
Reddy 1984 A higher-order shear deformation theory is
employed with a parabolic distribution of the transverse shear
strains through the thickness [4]. The number of unknowns is
the same as the FSDT model.
Wu et al., 2005 A global-local higher-order shear deformation
theory is carried out in Ref. [56]. It drives to a zig-zag model
where the number of unknowns is independent of the number
of layers. The continuity of the transverse shear stresses are
satisfied.

Then, different types of composites are considered with
different geometries. Finally, the behavior of the method is shown
on a test involving localized phenomena. The assessments are
performed by using exact solutions computed following [53].

In the numerical examples, an eight-node quadrilateral FE based
on the classical Serendipity interpolation functions is used for the
unknowns depending on the in-plane coordinates. A Gaussian
numerical integration with 3� 3 points is used to evaluate the
elementary matrices. As far as the integration with respect to the
transverse coordinate is concerned, an analytical integration is
performed.

4.1. Convergence study

First, the convergence properties are studied so as to derive the
suitable mesh refinement for the subsequent numerical examples.
A simply supported thin symmetric composite plates is considered
from Pagano [53]. The following data are considered:

geometry: composite cross-ply plate (0�/90�/0�), a¼ b and
length-to-thickness ratio S ¼ 20 (S ¼ a

h); a quarter of the plate is
meshed. All layers have the same thickness.

boundary conditions: simply supported plate subjected to bi-
sinusoidal pressure on the top surface qðx; y; z ¼ h=2Þ ¼
q0sin px

a sin py
b .

material properties:

EL ¼ 172:4 GPa ; ET ¼ 6:895 GPa ; GLT ¼ 3:448 GPa ;
GTT ¼ 1:379 GPa ; nLT ¼ nTT ¼ 0:25

where L refers to the fiber direction, T refers to the transverse
direction.

results displacements and stresses are made non-dimensional
according to

uðzÞ ¼ U1ð0; b=2; zÞ
ET

q0 h S3
; vðzÞ ¼ U2ða=2;0; zÞ

ET
q0 h S3

;

wðzÞ ¼ U3ða=2; b=2; zÞ
100 EL
q0 h S4

; saaðzÞ ¼ saaða=2; b=2; zÞ 1

q0 S2
;

s12ðzÞ ¼ s12ð0;0; zÞ
1

q0 S2
; s13ðzÞ ¼ s13ð0; b=2; zÞ

1
q0 S

;

s23ðzÞ ¼ s23ða=2;0; zÞ
1

q0 S
; s33ðzÞ ¼ s33ða=2; b=2; zÞ

1
q0

reference values the three-dimensional exact elasticity results
are obtained as in Ref. [53].

Different mesh refinements from Nx¼Ny¼ 2 to Nx¼Ny¼ 32 are
considered, Nx and Ny being the number of elements along the x
and y direction, respectively. The results are summarized in Table 1
for both displacements and stresses. Only one couple is built. It
appears that the convergence rate is high. For the displacements
and the in-plane stresses, a Nx¼Ny¼ 4 is sufficient to obtain very
accurate results (error rate less than 0.11% for u, v, w, and 1.3% for
sab). It should be noted that the convergence rate of the transverse
normal stress is also very high. The transverse shear stress s23
seems to be the most difficult to estimate with high accuracy. It is
about four times smaller than s13 and the contribution of this
component in the total strain energy is the lowest.

Based on all these results, a Nx¼Ny¼ 24 mesh is necessary to
obtain an error rate of less than 1%. It will be used in the following
for the modeling of composite plates.

4.2. Comparison with results available in literature

The same example as in the previous section (Section 4.1) is
considered with different slenderness ratios. The results are



Table 1
Convergence study e three layers (0�/90�/0�) e b¼ a e Nz¼NC e S ¼ 20.

Nx¼Ny uðh=2Þ vð�h=2Þ wð0Þ s11ð�h=2Þ s22ðh=2Þ s12ðh=2Þ s13ð0Þ s23ð0Þ s33ðh=2Þ
2 present �0.0069 0.0081 0.5121 0.5716 �0.2022 �0.0247 0.4435 0.1689 0.9236

error 0.50% 1.20% 0.83% 3.47% 3.76% 5.83% 15.31% 80.07% 7.64%
4 present �0.0069 0.0080 0.5161 0.5583 �0.2092 �0.0237 0.4014 0.1222 0.9957

error 0.05% 0.11% 0.06% 1.06% 0.46% 1.31% 4.38% 30.36% 0.43%
8 present �0.0069 0.0080 0.5164 0.5540 �0.2103 �0.0234 0.3890 0.1018 1.0035

error 0.00% 0.01% 0.00% 0.29% 0.07% 0.32% 1.13% 8.53% 0.35%
16 present �0.0069 0.0080 0.5164 0.5528 �0.2102 �0.0234 0.3857 0.0958 1.0016

error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.05% 0.08% 0.29% 2.21% 0.16%
24 present �0.0069 0.0080 0.5164 0.5526 �0.2102 �0.0234 0.3851 0.0947 1.0008

error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.03% 0.04% 0.13% 1.00% 0.08%
32 present �0.0069 0.0080 0.5164 0.5525 �0.2102 �0.0234 0.3849 0.0943 1.0005

error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.07% 0.56% 0.05%
exact �0.0069 0.0080 0.5164 0.5524 �0.2101 �0.0234 0.3846 0.0938 1.

Table 2
Comparison with results available in literature e three layers (0�/90�/0�) e b¼ a.

S Model wð0Þ s11ðh=2Þ s22ðh=6Þ s12ðh=2Þ s13ð0Þ s23ð0Þ s33ðh=2Þ
4 present 2.0059 0.8011 0.5340 �0.0511 0.2563 0.2175 1.0003

[Reddy 1984] 1.922 0.7345 e e e 0.1832 e

[Wu et al., 2005] 2.0557 0.8435 0.5610 �0.0522 0.2569 0.2205 e

exact 2.0059 0.8008 0.5340 �0.0511 0.2559 0.2172 1.0000
10 present 0.7530 0.5908 0.2845 �0.0288 0.3575 0.1231 1.0003

[LM4] 0.7528 0.5801 0.2796 �0.0296 0.3626 0.1249 e

[LD4] 0.7528 0.5801 0.2796 �0.0296 0.3724 0.1623 e

[Liou & Sun 1987] 0.7546 0.580 0.285 �0.0283 0.367 0.127 e

[Jing & Liao 1989] 0.7531 0.5884 0.2834 �0.0288 0.3627 0.1284 e

[Reddy 1984] 0.713 0.5684 e e e 0.1033 e

[Wu et al., 2005] 0.7624 0.6331 0.2851 �0.0291 0.3540 0.1257 e

exact 0.7530 0.5906 0.2845 �0.0288 0.3573 0.1228 1.0000
20 present 0.5164 0.5526 0.2092 �0.0234 0.3851 0.0947 1.0008

[Wu et al., 2005] 0.5194 0.5826 0.2041 �0.0234 0.3771 0.0944 e

exact 0.5164 0.5524 0.2092 �0.0234 0.3846 0.0938 1.0000
summarized in Table 2. Other approaches available in open litera-
ture are given for further comparison. Some of them are based on a
displacement formulation (Reddy 1984, Wu et al., 2005, LD4),
whereas different components of the stresses are considered as
unknowns in the other ones (Jing & Liao 1989, Liou & Sun 1987,
LM4). As described below, the number of unknowns is either con-
stant (Reddy 1984, Wu et al., 2005) or increasing with the number
of layers (Jing & Liao 1989, Liou & Sun 1987, LM4, LD4). We can
notice that the results of the present approach are in excellent
agreement with the reference solution regardless of the slender-
ness ratios. As expected, the LayerWise approaches give better re-
sults than the ESL approaches, especially for the stresses. Indeed,
the maximum error rate is 15.6% for Reddy 1984 and 5.5% for Wu
et al., 2005. Moreover, we observe that the results of the present
approach are close to the LM4 results.

4.3. Anti-symmetric rectangular plate

In this section, an anti-symmetric thin to very thick plate
is considered. The configuration is described as follows:

geometry: composite cross-ply plate (0�/90�/0�/90�), b¼ 3a
and S ¼ 2 to 40; a quarter of the plate is meshed. All layers have the
same thickness.

boundary conditions: simply supported plate subjected to
bi-sinusoidal pressure on the top surface qðx; y; z ¼ h=2Þ ¼
q0sin px

a sin py
b .

material properties: same material properties as in Section 4.1.
mesh: Nx¼Ny¼ 24 is used for the quarter of the plate.
number of dofs: Ndofxy¼ 10950 and Ndofz¼ 24�NCþ6¼102
results displacements and stresses are made non-dimensional

as in Section 4.1
reference values the three-dimensional exact elasticity results
are obtained as in Ref. [53].

For this test case, only one couple is needed to recover the so-
lution, as it is not considered as a severe case. Numerical results are
given in Table 3. It can be inferred from this table that the accuracy
of the results are very good regardless of the slenderness of the
structure. In particular, the transverse shear stress s13 and the
transverse normal stress drives to an error rate less than 0.7%.

For further comparisons, the distributions of the in-plane and
transverse displacements and stresses through the thickness are
shown in Figs. 2e4 for a very thick plate. It is a discriminating test
for the classical or refined ESL approach. The results of the present
method are in excellent agreement with the exact solution. We can
notice that a zig-zag effect occurs for the in-plane displacements.
We can also see that the transverse displacement is not constant
through the thickness. The a priori continuity conditions of the
transverse stresses are exactly satisfied by assumption. The
boundary conditions on the upper and lower surfaces are also well-
satisfied whereas they are not constrained. The vertical tangent on
the top and bottom of the plate for s33 is also well-represented.

4.4. Square sandwich plate

Another type of composite is now considered to assess the
mixed approach. The test is described as follows:

geometry: square sandwich plate with length-to-thickness ra-
tios S 2 {2,4,10,40}. The thickness of each face sheet is h

10.
boundary conditions: simply-supported plate subjected to bi-

sinusoidal pressure qðx; yÞ ¼ q0sin px
a sin py

b .
material properties: The material of the face sheet is the same

as in Section 4.1. The core material is transversely isotropic with



Table 3
Four layers (0�/90�/0�/90�) e b¼ 3a e Nx¼Ny¼ 24 e Nz¼NC.

S Model uðh=2Þ vð�h=2Þ wð0Þ s11ð�h=2Þ s22ðh=2Þ s12ðh=2Þ s13ð0Þ s23ð0Þ s33ðh=2Þ
2 present �0.0848 0.0356 10.5470 �2.0505 0.6421 �0.0742 0.3313 0.1056 1.0000

error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.03% 0.04% 0.68% 0.10% 0.00%
exact �0.0848 0.0356 10.5472 �2.0497 0.6419 �0.0742 0.3290 0.1055 1.0000

4 present �0.0438 0.0199 3.9272 �1.4541 0.3401 �0.0401 0.4554 0.0790 1.0001
error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.03% 0.04% 0.11% 0.08% 0.01%
exact �0.0438 0.0199 3.9271 �1.4536 0.3400 �0.0400 0.4549 0.0790 1.0000

10 present �0.0254 0.0099 1.5891 �1.1159 0.1741 �0.0223 0.5337 0.0482 1.0004
error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.04% 0.04% 0.08% 0.30% 0.04%
exact �0.0254 0.0099 1.5891 �1.1156 0.1740 �0.0223 0.5333 0.0480 1.0000

40 present �0.0213 0.0073 1.1173 �1.0389 0.1299 �0.0179 0.5568 0.0401 1.0048
error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.01% 0.04% 0.77% 4.04% 0.48%
exact �0.0213 0.0073 1.1173 �1.0386 0.1299 �0.0179 0.5525 0.0385 1.0000

Fig. 2. Distribution of u (left), v (middle) and w (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 2e4 layers.

Fig. 3. Distribution of s11 (left), s22 (middle) and s12 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 2e4 layers.

Fig. 4. Distribution of s13 (left) and s23 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 2e4 layers.



respect to z and is characterized by: Exx¼ Eyy¼ 0.04 GPa,
Ezz¼ 0.5 GPa, Gxz¼Gyz¼ 0.06 GPa, Gxy¼ 0.016 GPa, nxz¼nyz¼ 0.02,
nxy¼ 0.25

mesh: Nx¼Ny¼ 24 is used for the quarter of the plate.
number of dofs: Ndofxy¼ 10950 and Ndofz¼ 24�NCþ6¼ 78
results displacements and stresses are made non-dimensional

as in Section 4.1.
reference values the three-dimensional exact elasticity results

are obtained as in Ref. [53].
Again, only one couple is sufficient for this configuration. The

results are shown in Table 4. The approach is also suitable to
Table 4
Sandwich plate e b¼ a e Nx¼Ny¼ 24 e Nz¼NC.

S Model uðh=2Þ vð�h=2Þ wð0Þ s11ð�h=2Þ
2 present �0.0395 0.1163 22.103 3.2793

error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04%
exact �0.0395 0.1163 22.103 3.2781
LM4 e e 22.103 3.2430

4 present �0.0188 0.0758 7.5963 1.5564
error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03%
exact �0.0188 0.0758 7.5962 1.5558
LM4 e e 7.5947 1.5425

10 present �0.0143 0.0313 2.2004 1.1535
error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03%
exact �0.0143 0.0313 2.2004 1.1531
LM4 e e 2.2001 1.1323

40 present �0.0138 0.0151 0.9665 1.1005
error 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04%
exact �0.0138 0.0151 0.9665 1.1001

Fig. 5. Distribution of u (left), v (middle) and w (r

Fig. 6. Distribution of s11 (left), s22 (middle) and s12
model very thick to thin sandwich structures with an error rate
of less than 0.23%, except for s23 with an error rate of 2.37%.
Figs. 5e7 represent the displacements and the stresses along the
thickness for the very thick plate S¼ 2. The accuracy of the re-
sults are excellent when compared with the exact solutions. Due
to the very thick structure and the consideration of the load on
the upper surface, some features which are well-described by the
present approach can be observed:

� The zig-zag effect of u is well-captured with a non-linear vari-
ation through the core.
s22ðh=2Þ s12ðh=2Þ s13ð0Þ s13max s23ð0Þ s33ðh=2Þ
0.4519 �0.2404 0.1849 0.3202 0.1399 1.0003
0.03% 0.04% 0.05% 0.05% 0.06% 0.03%
0.4517 �0.2403 0.1848 0.3201 0.1399 1.0000
0.4537 e 0.1897 e 0.144 e

0.2596 �0.1437 0.2387 0.2388 0.1073 1.0001
0.03% 0.04% 0.03% 0.03% 0.06% 0.01%
0.2595 �0.1437 0.2387 0.2387 0.1072 1.0000
0.2582 e 0.2459 e 0.1143 e

0.1105 �0.0707 0.2999 0.2999 0.0528 1.0002
0.03% 0.04% 0.04% 0.04% 0.21% 0.02%
0.1104 �0.0707 0.2998 0.2998 0.0527 1.0000
0.1093 e 0.3042 e 0.05354 e

0.0584 �0.0453 0.3232 0.3232 0.0319 1.0008
0.01% 0.04% 0.23% 0.23% 2.37% 0.08%
0.0584 �0.0453 0.3225 0.3225 0.0312 1.0000

ight) along the thickness - S ¼ 2 - sandwich.

(right) along the thickness - S ¼ 2 - sandwich.



Fig. 7. Distribution of s13 (left), s23 (middle) and s33 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 2 - sandwich.
� The transverse displacement w is not constant.
� The bending stress s11 is not symmetric.
� As far as the transverse shear stress s13 is concerned, the
maximum value is localized in the face.

Finally, the top and bottom boundary conditions are fulfilled. In
Table 4, the results are also compared with the LM4 approach [48]
involving a Q9 plate element, and they are rather close.

4.5. Bending analysis of symmetric plate under localized pressure

In this section, the behavior of the approach is illustrated
through a more severe test case. The ability of this one to capture
local effects is shown. The results are also compared with the
Fig. 8. Mesh of a quarter Nx¼Ny¼ 36 sr

Fig. 9. Distribution of u (left), v (middle) and w (right) alon
equivalent displacement-based approach involving variables sep-
aration [52]. In this latter, the fourth-order expansion with respect
to the z-coordinate is also considered.

This test is about simply-supported plate submitted to a local-
ized pressure. It is shown in Fig. 8 and detailed below:

geometry: square composite cross-ply plate (0�/90�/0�), a¼ b.
All layers have the same thickness. S 2 {4,40}

boundary conditions: simply-supported plate subjected to a
localized pressure q(x,y)¼ q0 applied on a square areawith a size of
a/10� b/10 at the plate center (see Fig. 8 right).

material properties: same material as in Section 4.1
mesh: Nx¼Ny ¼ 36 with a space ratio of 5 (denoted sr(5)) (see

Fig. 8 left), a quarter of the plate is meshed.
number of dofs: Ndofxy¼ 24198 and Ndofz¼ 24�NCþ6¼ 78
(5) (left) - localized pressure (right).

g the thickness - S ¼ 4 - 3 layers - localized pressure.



Fig. 10. Distribution of s11 (left), s22 (middle) and s12 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 4 - 3 layers - localized pressure.

Fig. 11. Distribution of s13 (left), s23 (middle) and s33 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 4 - 3 layers - localized pressure.
results: displacements and stresses are made non-dimensional
as in Section 4.1.

reference values are obtained with 450 terms in the Fourier
series ([53]). The applied pressure is shown in Fig. 8 right.

The distribution of displacements and stresses across the
thickness are given in Figs. 9e11. We can notice that few couples
allow us to recover a solution with a good accuracy:

� Only one or two couples are sufficient for the displacements (cf.
Fig. 9) and for the in-plane and transverse normal stresses (cf.
Figs. 10 and 11 right).

� A significant correction is brought by the third couple for the
transverse shear stresses (cf. Fig. 11 left and middle).

Then, the construction of 15 additional couples implies minor
corrections to derive the distributions of displacements and
Fig. 12. Distribution of u (left), v (middle) and w (right) alon
stresses in excellent agreement with the reference solution. See
Figs. 12e14.

In Fig. 14, the distributions of the transverse stresses
along the thickness of the present method are compared with
the separated representation solution based on the principle
of virtual displacements (denoted PVD 4th order [52]).
The two approaches perform very well. The difference lies
on the small discontinuity of the transverse stresses
between two adjacent layers which is overcome by the mixed
approach.

The distributions of the transverse stress along the thickness are
also given for a thin plate (S ¼ 40) in Fig. 15. The same number of
couples is built. It can be inferred from this figure that the results
agree very well with the reference solution. As in the previous
examples, the boundary conditions on the upper and lower sur-
faces are fulfilled.
g the thickness - S ¼ 4 - 3 layers - localized pressure.



Fig. 13. Distribution of s11 (left), s22 (middle) and s12 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 4 - 3 layers - localized pressure.

Fig. 14. Distribution of s13 (left), s23 (middle) and s33 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 4 - 3 layers - localized pressure.

Fig. 15. Distribution of s13 (left), s23 (middle) and s33 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 40 - 3 layers - localized pressure.
4.6. The computational cost of this new approach

In this section, the computational complexity of the present PGD
method is addressed. A comparison with a layerwise approach is
given.

By assuming the use of a direct band solver, the estimation of the
number of operations, denoted NbOp, gives:

� LayerWise Approach: NbOp � 105 N3
x � Ny � Degz3 � N3

z
� PGD approach: NbOp � 103 N3

x � Ny � Ncouple

where Degz is the order of expansion of the unknowns with respect
to z, Nz is the number of numerical layers, and Ncouple is the number
of couples built in the PGD process. The cost of the 1D problem
involving the z functions is neglected. We also assume that Nx>Ny.
This estimation is suitable when the number of elements Nx�Ny

and Nz are high. It allows us to show the major influence of the
number of layers and the z-expansion degree on the computational
time of the LW approach. On the contrary, the PGD approach is not
affected by these parameters. This is particularly interesting for the
modeling of multi-layered composite structures that exhibit com-
plex behavior in the thickness direction. So, the most important
gain of the PGD approach will be made for complex problems
where the number of physical layers increases, i.e. when
100 Degz3 � N3

z[Ncouple. And, it seems that the number of couples
can be low.

To illustrate the gain in terms of number of unknowns, a 24-
layered square plate (0�/90�)12 with the same test configuration



Fig. 16. Distribution of u1 (left), s11 (middle) and s13 (right) along the thickness - S ¼ 4e24 layers.
as in Section 4.3 is considered. The total number of unknowns
gives:

� LayerWise Approach: 1.062.150 dofs
� PGD approach: NdofxyþNdofz¼ 10.950þ 582 dofs

The accuracy of the results are shown in Fig. 16 with one couple.
The distribution of u, s11 and s13 through the thickness is in very
good agreement with the exact solution. The other results are not
given for brevity reason. Short computational time (few seconds)
on a standard laptop is needed to achieve this solution.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, variable separation in the framework of a partially
Reissner's Mixed Variational Theorem is proposed for the modeling
of laminated composite plates. A 8-node FE for the in-plane un-
known approximation and a fourth-order LW description for the
thickness unknown approximation are used. In this formulation, all
interface conditions are exactly satisfied. The approach has been
assessed on various stacking sequences, slenderness ratios, geom-
etries and boundary conditions.

Comparisons with exact reference solutions, results available in
open literature have shown the very good accuracy of the method
with a reduced computational cost. In fact, the number of layers
have no influence on the computational cost as only the cost of the
1D problem is affected by this number. This is particularly inter-
esting in the framework of a mixed approach, where the number of
unknowns involving both displacements and transverse stresses
becomes very important in a classical LW method. So, the present
work can provide quasi-3D results avoiding expensive 3D FEM or
LW computations. Therefore, this method seems to have very
attractive features.
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